
Be sure to comment if there are any moments you’d like to see recreated. 

Day 3: 
 

The Sheriff of Nottingham was in a serious belly mood. 

 

Sajin gave Colleen some cyan gum. She inflated with water before shooting it out. This could be an 
effective attack. 

 

Katswell’s fatty body kept growing, eventually destroying one of the buildings from within. 

 

Rouge waddled around the arena. 

 

King K Rool and Bergamo found a hot tub with air jets. King K Rool sat on one of the jets, slowly 
inflating his belly, and had fun with Bergamo who was enjoying the expanding “beach ball”. 

 

Salazzle went on a diet, starting with deep-fried water… wait what? 

 

Magnus spent the day deflating. 

 

Opera and Haida did a clean sweep around a water park. They took this opportunity to collect some 
fitting swim suits and have some fun. 

 

Darkwing Duck smothered Panthy against a wall with his butt. 

 

Sonic found some packages full of cookies. 

 

Bowser did a clean sweep around a mall restaurant. Who knew blended drinks could yield… 
interesting effects. 



 

Sly chucked an entire cake into Freya's gullet. 

 

Chopper's clothing starts to tear due to his expanding body. 

 

Crash drove around in a moped. He looked hilarious. 

 

Bea tried ramming Morgana with a pillow safety car. Morgana appeared to sustain no damages. It’s 
like Bea was driving a literal giant pillow or something. Wait! That was her. He’s on the hunt; 

hopefully Wolfrun can assist… wherever he is. 

 

Byakko did a clean sweep around a factory. He started to guzzle down some booze, becoming 
huge in the process. 

 

Penelope was showing signs of berrizim. Thankfully, it’s extremely slow. 

 

Cassandra practiced a few Lipomancy tricks with Deeja. She managed to shift their weights around. 

 

Werewolf Colleen waddled around a mountain range. 

 

Sidon found a... gem? After grabbing it, he immediately gained a bunch of weight. Stashing it made 
them thinner. What’s its purpose? 

 

Wolfrun was following Meow and his big jiggly booty when he got word on Bea’s whereabouts. He 
tried jumping into his pillow safety car, but it was stolen by Carmalita, and his initial target took off. 

That dirty cop and her sly plans. 

 

Foxy tried comforting Saberwolf by thickening himself so he wouldn't feel alone. 

 

Roxy managed to learn a few Lipomancy tricks. She might use it later. 

 



Kass struggles to see his own feet. 

 

Vector passed the time via inflating himself. 

 

Mangle ate some raw cookie dough. They started fattening into a gigantic blob. 

 

Tawanna subdued Don Karnage via sitting on them. He escaped when Monokuma managed to 
scare Tawanna away. 

 

Tailbain managed to learn a few Lipomancy tricks. He might use it later. 

 

Wilde sprayed gallons of water into Mea's mouth until her belly button popped out the size of her 
head. 

 

Yooka crafted some bloat darts. 

 

Hopps and Chance drove in an abandoned forklift they found. 

 

Falco tripped and threw his burger into Revali’s mouth. 

 

Wanda ate a bunch of Anerx's Dietary Marshmallows, getting a big, squishy belly as a result. 

 

Latch tailors his clothes. 

 

Leon shot the “Rep Shot” at Kamui’s head. The slime forced itself into his mouth, stuffing them like 
a beanbag chair. 

 

Legosi tried to haggle the merchant out of a picture of Haru for free. They caught on and retaliated 
with a swarm of air shots. He became a nice balloon at a reasonable price. 

 



Leomon swelled into a big blueberry after Lolbit shoved some berries into his mouth. This time, it 
was more professional. 

 

Kazooie's utility belt snapped off. Inventory management is going to be a pain. 
 

Night 3: 
 

Vector had a not so minor friendly fire incident with Chance. They became enemies. 

 

Wolfrun found a way to inflate himself on command. He promptly showed this off to King K Rool, 
but he was too tired to care. Besides, he can already do that. Wolfrun sat down, contemplating on 

how to utilize it against that crocodile lady. 

 

Hopps settles Sonic's bloated belly. 

 

The Sheriff of Nottingham focuses on finding a way to deflate his “buttloons”. 

 

Falco used his bigger belly to deflect Byakko’s incoming attack. 

 

Werewolf Colleen turned Opera into a balloony bed. 

 

As a form of interrogation, Roxy was periodically inflating Cassandra about something. She was 
unsuccessful, but it was quite fun. 

 

Freya and Carmalita tell stories about themselves to each other. 

 

Bowser helped pump water out of Deeja. That seemed very uncomfortable. 

 

Saberwolf ate a bunch of Anerx's Dietary Marshmallows, and got a big squishy belly from each one. 



 

Darkwing Duck tried comforting Magnus by complimenting his large, chunky body. 

 

Don Karnage helps Panthy deflate. 

 

Wilde was having a dream about getting stuffed by someone, but then woke up noticeably bigger. 

 

Morgana got stuck in a doorway… right in front of his target. At least he witnessed something 
strange. 

 

Meow had a nightmare on Wonka St. He woke up much fatter and covered in chocolate and other 
candy wrappers with a small hint of blueberry in the air. 

 

Monokuma ate a strange glowing green hot dog. He gained an excessive amount of pounds. 

 

Bea had a nightmare on Gluten St. She woke up with a rising belly. Thankfully, it didn’t get too big. 
She also noticed an intruder stuck in the doorway. Unfortunately, her Massnum decided to jam, and 

the sneak thief unstuck himself and escaped. 

 

Crash did a clean sweep around a movie theater. He decided it was safe enough to watch a late 
night movie. He decided to watch “Full Moon”; A horror drama where some people turn into fat, 
hungry, gluttonous beings during a full moon. He could strangely empathize with the characters. 

 

Bergamo spent the night barricaded in a pizzaria security room. He swears there’s something 
wandering in the halls… giggling. No pizza can help thin his fear. 

 

Leon successfully re-obtained their thin form in their sleep… somehow. 

 

Sidon helped pump water out of Lolbit. That seemed very uncomfortable. 

 

Tawanna was showing signs of berrizim. Thankfully, it’s extremely slow. 



 

Latch thought he managed to convert Haida but it was a Palloncino Sosia set up by Tailbain. It 
started to inflate, but Latch managed to destroy it in time. The real Haida was trying to initiate plan 

B, but botched it up and had to run away. 

 

Wanda and Colleen regrouped for the night as they proceeded to stuff themselves. 

 

Revali and Sajin had a minor friendly fire incident. They both agreed that it was a simple accident. 

 

Rouge’s body armor exploded off and she did her best to repair it. 

 

Kazooie was having a dream about getting stuffed by someone, but then woke up noticeably bigger. 

 

Sly tried purchasing something from a merchant, but they were closed. Very unlike him. 

 

Penelope and Salazzle did a clean sweep around a carnival. They took this opportunity to have 
some fun. 

 

Yooka’s fatty body kept growing, eventually destroying one of the buildings from within. 

 

Foxy spent the night chugging cartons of chocolate milk, his belly expanding 5 inches for each one. 

 

Chopper slept in a bed of flowers, but they were Alerga flowers, and he bloated like a blimp. 

 

Kass looks at the night sky. 
 

Day 4: 
 



Colleen inflated a green signal balloon. This means the area is safe. 

 

Wilde made Revali drink an extremely fattening shake in a short time range. Revali’s belly was 
significantly bigger. 

 

Despite being very inflated, Kazooie still manages to stay grounded and mobile. She managed to 
deflate herself later. The perks of being a bird 

 

Sajin waddled around a beach. It was quite peaceful. 

 

Sidon found Monokuma inflated in an elevator. He helped him deflate, then they both took the 
stairs. 

 

Hopps found a hot tub with air jets. She sat on one of the jets and relaxed with her now inflating 
belly. 

 

Magnus and Tailbain smothered Bergamo via ramming their bums together. 

 

Penelope and Salazzle trade ammo. 

 

Falco threw a blimp grenade, but Leon discovered that it was a dud. Stupid bird. 

 

Foxy got stuck in a window sill. Maybe shutting down last night would have been more advisable. 

 

Wanda struggles to see her own feet. 

 

Lolbit and Saberwolf smothered Tawanna via ramming their bellies together. 

 

Wolfrun checks their phone, revealing some information. Checking for people: there are currently 7 
contestants nearby him. 3 are very close to him. His prime target is Bea for: “being a general 

nuisance and eliminating the more skillful guy”. His top ally is Morgana for: “being good”. 



 

Sly and The Sheriff of Nottingham smothered Chance via ramming their bellies together. 

 

King K Rool swelled into a big blueberry after eating some suspicious berries at a docking station. 

 

Freya found a way to inflate herself on command. She promptly showed this off to Sonic, who 
swiftly picked up on the technique. 

 

Kass drove around in a moped. He looked hilarious. 

 

Byakko sits on a chair, only for it to break. 

 

Morgana, Deeja, and Panthy did a clean sweep around a candy store. They managed to collect 
some oversize jawbreakers. Wolfrun came barging in, excited to see if… oh nevermind, his teams 

just distracting themselves. 

 

Roxy worries about her body having a limit. 

 

Werewolf Colleen did a clean sweep around a movie theater. She decided it was safe enough to 
watch a movie. She decided to watch “Something More”; A bizarre movie about a new world. 

Expansion seems to be a common theme. 

 

Latch stepped on a trap set up by Haida, but it failed to immobilize him. That makes 2 for failing to 
immobilize Latch specifically. 

 

Don Karnage and Bowser found a hot tub with air jets. They both sat on the jets, and relaxed with 
their inflating bellies. 

 

Meow feels a little funny. Just a gut feeling. 

 

Rouge drank an entire pond and shot it at Darkwing Duck. He was swept away. 



 

Vector tried to haggle the merchant out of a new pair of headphones for free. They caught on and 
retaliated with a swarm of highly potent berryizer tipped bloat darts. He became a good source for 

some delicious juice at a fair price. 

 

Crash did a clean sweep around a candy store. He struggled to decide what to snatch up. 

 

Carmalita found some packages full of cookies. 

 

Bea was tempted to drink a can of diet soda, but with that vigilant thief and BDSM wolfman after her, 
who knows what would happen if she drank that. 

 

Night 4: 
 

Falco was posing and showing off his super big beautiful body to Kass. He tried bragging about it 
saving him, but Kass kept confusing him with Revali and effectively deflated his ego. 

 

Wolfrun was cheering on The Sheriff of Nottingham who was fighting with Sonic as he was trying 
to make some new bloat darts, but The Sheriff’s ego distracted him and Sonic dashed off. 

 

Haida swelled into a big blueberry after eating some suspicious berries. I’ll give you a wild guess on 
where he was. 

 

Don Karnage helped pump water out of Saberwolf. That seemed very uncomfortable. 

 

Wanda thought she was fighting Leon but it was his Palloncino Sosia. It started to inflate, but 
Wanda managed to destroy it in time. 

 

Sajin waddled around a beach with Tawanna. It was quite peaceful. 

 



Latch had a nightmare on Eukaryotic St. He woke up right next to a giant berry. Wait, no that’s just 
Haida… again. Seriously, he should have just picked someone else. 

 

Carmalita relaxes with her bigger body. 

 

Monokuma was having a horrible nightmare where a burnt man kept filling him with water while 
making water based puns. He woke up a big sloshy blob. 

 

Darkwing Duck had a nightmare on Wonka St. He woke up much fatter and covered in chocolate 
and other candy wrappers with a small hint of blueberry in the air. 

 

Morgana focuses on finding a way to deflate his “buttloons”. 

 

Crash slashed Bowser with a green Injector. He slightly inflated, and Crash dashed off. 

 

Lolbit was having a horrible nightmare where a burnt man kept filling her with water while making 
water based puns. She woke up a big sloshy blob. 

 

Chance couldn't get enough jelly beans, until his belly started rapidly swelling. Thankfully, he could 
still move, but barely. 

 

Bergamo stole Tailbain’s sweetroll. 

 

Foxy hunkered down in an apartment room for the night. 

 

Sly was having a dream about getting stuffed by someone, but then woke up noticeably bigger. 

 

Werewolf Colleen got stuck in a doorway. 

 

Hopps got stuck in a hallway. 



 

Colleen found a hot tub with air jets. She sat on one of the jets and relaxed with her now inflating 
belly. 

 

Rouge and Sidon regrouped for the night as they proceeded to stuff each other. 

 

Magnus tried his best to stabilize his bouncy belly. 

 

Byakko was having a dream about getting stuffed by someone, but then woke up noticeably bigger. 

 

Roxy relaxed her big, fat body in a nice, warm Jacuzzi. 

 

Freya successfully re-obtained their thin form in their sleep… somehow. 

 

Penelope settles Revali's bloated belly. He was convinced to join Penelope’s side. 

 

Meow activated a blimp grenade, but Salazzle discovered that it was a dud. 

 

Kazooie and Bea tell stories about themselves to each other. After listening to why Bea may be 
here, Kazooie, for once, felt sorry for someone. 

 

Panthy and Wilde tell stories about themselves to each other. Wilde found it almost unbearable to 
listen to Panthy since she begins her sentences with a moan. 

 

Deeja relaxes with their bigger body. 
 

 


